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Party A
Due to other world events on that day, was moved to tell us about specific 
reactions that were highly predictable based on their most successful 
excess heat experiment 

Shared full plans of experiment and previously undisclosed details 
surrounding the event that produced those results, discussed risk 

Shown data other than already in the public domain 

Due to other group investing at same time, MFMP were prevented from 
replicating which was a huge disappointment



Goldwater *Glowstick* series evidence

GS 5.2 “Signal” possibly due to break down of charge cluster, lead to 
purchasing of Neutron bubble detectors 

GS 5.3 Observations of thermal Neutrons in temperature range similar to 
Party A 

Following announcement, other researchers (re-)reported neutrons 

Development of Bob Higgins open Neutron detector



Party B

Very specific claims of high heat 

Known fuel feedstock, known processing, known reactor design 

All procedures published 

Subsequently, evidence found in two scenarios supporting claims of 
Parties A & C



Party C
Claims of success in triggering LENR with excess heat 

Due to timing and choice of reactor / technology, 
a hugely disappointing live test with no excess heat result obtained 

Due to the lack of excess heat, a request was made to test samples from 
previous reactors; under the circumstances, access was given 

Request was made which samples should be focussed on 

Only samples highlighted for examination were interesting, key sample with 
same key fuel elements as Party B, support claims of Parties A and B



CAB Story

We had no proof of what Party A was saying until recently 

Given the sequence of events and the nature of our project we must inform

PROOF is evidence that is so strong, 
it would be statistically unreasonable to deny it 



Party A - Piantelli, January 2015
Following first Paris attacks, Piantelli was adamant the world could not be 
responsible with LENR and worried about an amateur researcher chancing 
upon a reaction that might cause injury, leading to a shut down of the field 

Explained that the highest excess was due to reaction products released 
from contamination in his reactors stainless steel (never disclosed) which 
took a long time to establish 

Explained that a common metal hydride could lead to same active 
component and that was a real safety concern 

We mused for years over if we should conduct experiment as fast track to 
LENR proof - not willing to take risk since others may follow as we acted



Neutrons - but why?

Source

http://newenergytimes.com/v2/library/2004/2004CampariEGoverviewOfH-NiSystems.pdf


Vanadium 50  + p

why?

Only 0.25% Natural as 
part component in steel



Titanium and Vanadium



Party B - Suhas Ralkar



Party B - Suhas Ralkar



Party B - Suhas Ralkar



Party C - me356



Party C - me356



Party C - me356



49Ti + p

why?

49Ti is 5.41%  
Natural Titanium

Reaction table
Reaction chart

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xWHOL86IBn5DrYY2wQWM4rtivyzlnsGzXP3xHdTXa6Y/edit%23gid=0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0yO8n6-0MjNSVE1WjlBQnh1NjQ/view?usp=sharing


49V - Isotopic tracer

Since 73% of natural Titanium is 48Ti, most likely output is 49V  

Has 329 day half life producing 601KeV gamma 

Opportunity for verification by long term integration spectrometry



Summary
Nickel + Titanium + Hydrogen + Electrons leads to 

excess heat 

transmutations 

potential emissions of gamma and neutrons 

Seemingly resilient to reactor design 

May be verifiable with bubble detectors and gamma spectrometry



Thanks



Q & A


